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VET Curriculum Document 

 
 

How our Curriculum addresses the attitudes and values contained within the New Zealand 

Curriculum. 

 
The VET curriculum helps students to develop and clarify their own values and beliefs, and appreciate 
the values and attitudes of others. Particular emphasis is placed on moral, ethical and legal awareness 
issues. Other key ideas here are values such as honesty, reliability, respect for others, respect for the law, 
and fairness. 
 
The school’s governing Trust (The Villa Education Trust) is based upon Christian values and principles 
and these are included as the underlying philosophy of this curriculum. 
 
6.10 Integrated Curriculum: Project Overview 
 
 
Base Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 
Mathematics Architecture The Human 

Circus 
Flight and Space Statistics 

English Great Books Poetry New Zealand 
Writing 

Shakespeare at 
the Globe 

Learning 

Languages 

A Language & 
Culture 

Language of 
Music or 
Movement 

Maori or Pacific 
Island Language 
and Culture 

Advanced 
Language or 
Book or Author 

Science 1 Plants Human Beings War Reactions 

Art & Culture An Artist or 
An Era 

An Ancient 
Culture 

Archaeology or 
Anthropology 

Film or Director 
or Genre 

Technology & 

Business 

Production & 
Inventions of the 
Past 

Change through 
Technology 

Production of the 
Present and 
Future 

Business in 
Action 

Social Studies 

(History & 

Geography) 

New Zealand: 
Places and People 

The Oceans A People or 
Country or Time 

Law and Culture 

Science 2 Animals Great Scientists Sport Machines 

Proa
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ly 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

 

Title: Architecture (Y7P1) 

Recommended Year: 7 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement,      
                   shape, position and orientation. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Physical World - physical enquiry and physics  
                   systems, using physics. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Music: Sound Arts - developing ideas. 
        Visual Arts  -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 
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contributing. 
Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how the ways in which leadership of groups is acquired and 
exercised have consequences for communities and societies. 
- how people pass on and sustain culture and heritage for 
different reasons and that this has consequences for people. 
- how exploration and innovation create opportunities and 
challenges for people, places and environments. 
- that events have causes and effects. 
- how producers and consumers exercise their rights and meet 
their responsibilities. 
- how formal and informal groups make decisions that impact on 
communities. 
- how people participate individually and collectively in response 
to community challenges. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 

Technology Technological Knowledge - modelling,   
                   products, systems. 
                      Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Movement Concepts and Motor Skills. 
                             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: Great Books (Y7P2) 

Recommended Year: 7 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students 

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Geometry & Measurement - measurement,      
                   shape, position and orientation. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Material World - properties and changes of matter,  
                   the structure of matter, chemistry and society. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Drama - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting.  
        Music: Sound Arts - understanding in context. 
        Visual Arts - understanding in context. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how the ways in which leadership of groups is acquired and 

 Thinking 
Using language, 

Project 
Test Proa
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exercised have consequences for communities and societies. 
- how people pass on and sustain culture and heritage for 
different reasons and that this has consequences for people. 
- how exploration and innovation create opportunities and 
challenges for people, places and environments. 
- that events have causes and effects. 
- how producers and consumers exercise their rights and meet 
their responsibilities. 
- how formal and informal groups make decisions that impact on 
communities. 
- how people participate individually and collectively in response 
to community challenges. 
 

symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Oral Contributions 

Technology Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 
 
 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Relationships with Other People.              Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: A Language & Culture (Y7P3) 

Recommended Year: 7 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

Learning Languages Communication. 
                                    Language Knowledge. 
                                    Cultural Knowledge.         

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - patterns and  
                   relationships.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Living World - life processes, ecology, evolution. 
             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Dance - understanding in context. 
        Drama - understanding in context. 
        Music: Sound Arts - understanding in context. 
        Visual Arts - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how the ways in which leadership of groups is acquired and 

 Thinking 
Using language, 

Project 
Test 
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exercised have consequences for communities and societies. 
- how people pass on and sustain culture and heritage for 
different reasons and that this has consequences for people. 
- how exploration and innovation create opportunities and 
challenges for people, places and environments. 
- that events have causes and effects. 
- how producers and consumers exercise their rights and meet 
their responsibilities. 
- how formal and informal groups make decisions that impact on 
communities. 
- how people participate individually and collectively in response 
to community challenges. 

symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Oral Contributions 

Technology Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 
 
 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Personal Health & Development.               
 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group, 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: Plants (Y7P4) 

Recommended Year: 7 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge, equations and expressions, patterns   
                   and relationships.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Nature of Science - understanding, investigating,  
                  communicating, participating and contributing.  
              Living World - life processes, ecology, evolution. 
              Material World - properties and changes of matter,  
                   the structure of matter, chemistry and society. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Visual Arts - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 
 
Visual Arts: All Objectives. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how the ways in which leadership of groups is acquired and 
exercised have consequences for communities and societies. 
- how people pass on and sustain culture and heritage for 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
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different reasons and that this has consequences for people. 
- how exploration and innovation create opportunities and 
challenges for people, places and environments. 
- that events have causes and effects. 
- how producers and consumers exercise their rights and meet 
their responsibilities. 
- how formal and informal groups make decisions that impact on 
communities. 
- how people participate individually and collectively in response 
to community challenges. 

Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Technological Practice - planning for practice,  
                  brief development, outcome development and  
                  evaluation.              
                     Technological Knowledge - modelling,   
                   products, systems. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Healthy Communities and Environments. 
 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: An Artist or Era in Art (Y7P5) 

Recommended Year: 7 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Geometry & Measurement - position and  
                   orientation, transformation.   

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Physical World - physical enquiry and physics  
                   systems, using physics. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Dance - understanding in context. 
        Drama - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
        Music: Sound Arts - understanding in context. 
        Visual Arts - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how the ways in which leadership of groups is acquired and 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions Proa
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exercised have consequences for communities and societies. 
- how people pass on and sustain culture and heritage for 
different reasons and that this has consequences for people. 
- how exploration and innovation create opportunities and 
challenges for people, places and environments. 
- that events have causes and effects. 
- how producers and consumers exercise their rights and meet 
their responsibilities. 
- how formal and informal groups make decisions that impact on 
communities. 
- how people participate individually and collectively in response 
to community challenges. 

Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Technological Knowledge - modelling,   
                   products, systems. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Relationships with Other People.            
                             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: Production/Inventions of the Past (Y7P6) 

Recommended Year: 7 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge, equations and expressions.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement,      
                   shape, transformation.  

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Nature of Science - understanding, investigating,  
                  communicating, participating and contributing.  
              Physical World - physical enquiry and physics  
                   systems, using physics. 
              Material World - properties and changes of matter,  
                   the structure of matter, chemistry and society.  

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Music: Sound Arts - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how the ways in which leadership of groups is acquired and 
exercised have consequences for communities and societies. 
- how people pass on and sustain culture and heritage for 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 

Project 
Test 
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different reasons and that this has consequences for people. 
- how exploration and innovation create opportunities and 
challenges for people, places and environments. 
- that events have causes and effects. 
- how producers and consumers exercise their rights and meet 
their responsibilities. 
- how formal and informal groups make decisions that impact on 
communities. 
- how people participate individually and collectively in response 
to community challenges. 

Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Technological Practice - planning for practice,  
                  brief development, outcome development and  
                  evaluation.              
                     Technological Knowledge - modelling,   
                   products, systems. 
                      Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Personal Health & Development.               
                            Movement Concepts and Motor Skills. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
 

Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: New Zealand - Places & People (Y7P7) 

Recommended Year: 7 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - patterns and  
                   relationships.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement.                         
                       Statistics – statistical investigation, statistical  
                    literacy. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Nature of Science -understanding, investigating,  
                  communicating, participating and contributing.  
              Planet Earth & Beyond - earth systems, interacting  
                   systems, astronomical systems. 
              Physical World - physical enquiry and physics  
                   systems, using physics. 

  Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Dance - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 
        Music: Sound Arts - developing practical knowledge. 
        Visual Arts - understanding in context. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how the ways in which leadership of groups is acquired and 
exercised have consequences for communities and societies. 
- how people pass on and sustain culture and heritage for 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
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different reasons and that this has consequences for people. 
- how exploration and innovation create opportunities and 
challenges for people, places and environments. 
- that events have causes and effects. 
- how producers and consumers exercise their rights and meet 
their responsibilities. 
- how formal and informal groups make decisions that impact on 
communities. 
- how people participate individually and collectively in response 
to community challenges. 

Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 
 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Healthy Communities and Environments. 
 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: Animals (Y7P8) 

Recommended Year: 7 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students 

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - patterns and  
                            relationships. 
                            - strategies and knowledge. 
                       Statistics – statistical investigation. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Nature of Science - understanding, investigating,  
                  communicating, participating and contributing.  
              Living World - life processes, ecology, evolution. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Dance - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 
        Visual Arts - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how the ways in which leadership of groups is acquired and 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions Proa
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exercised have consequences for communities and societies. 
- how people pass on and sustain culture and heritage for 
different reasons and that this has consequences for people. 
- how exploration and innovation create opportunities and 
challenges for people, places and environments. 
- that events have causes and effects. 
- how producers and consumers exercise their rights and meet 
their responsibilities. 
- how formal and informal groups make decisions that impact on 
communities. 
- how people participate individually and collectively in response 
to community challenges. 

Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Technological Practice - planning for practice,  
                  brief development, outcome development and  
                  evaluation.              
                     Technological Knowledge - modelling,   
                   products, systems. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Relationships with Other People .             
                             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: The Human Circus (Y8P1) 

Recommended Year: 8 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge, patterns and relationships.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - shape, position and  
                   orientation, transformation.  

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Physical World - physical enquiry and physics  
                   systems, using physics. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Dance - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 
        Drama - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting.  
        Music: Sound Arts - understanding in context. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:   Thinking 
Using language, 
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- how the ways in which leadership of groups is acquired and 
exercised have consequences for communities and societies. 
- how people pass on and sustain culture and heritage for 
different reasons and that this has consequences for people. 
- how exploration and innovation create opportunities and 
challenges for people, places and environments. 
- that events have causes and effects. 
- how producers and consumers exercise their rights and meet 
their responsibilities. 
- how formal and informal groups make decisions that impact 
on communities. 
- how people participate individually and collectively in 
response to community challenges. 

symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Oral Contributions 

Technology Technological Knowledge - modeling,  
                   products, systems. 
                       
 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Movement Concepts and Motor Skills.  
                             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and varied   
   elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to how to take  
   into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust  

 

Title: Poetry (Y8P2) 

Recommended Year: 8 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

Really important that students choose a poem with plenty of plot 
- some examples are - Waltzing Matilda, The Man from Snowy 
River, The Highwayman, The Explorer. 

Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Geometry & Measurement: measurement,  
                    shape. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Living World - life processes, ecology, evolution.  Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Drama - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting.  
        Music: Sound Arts - understanding in context. 
        Visual Arts - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:   Thinking 
Using language, 
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- how the ways in which leadership of groups is acquired and 
exercised have consequences for communities and societies. 
- how people pass on and sustain culture and heritage for 
different reasons and that this has consequences for people. 
- how exploration and innovation create opportunities and 
challenges for people, places and environments. 
- that events have causes and effects. 
- how producers and consumers exercise their rights and meet 
their responsibilities. 
- how formal and informal groups make decisions that impact on 
communities. 
- how people participate individually and collectively in response 
to community challenges. 

symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Oral Contributions 

Technology Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes.  
 
 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Personal Health & Development.               
                            Relationships with Other People.               

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: Language of Music and/or Movement (Y8P3) 

Recommended Year: 8 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students 

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

Learning Languages Communication. 
                                    Language Knowledge. 
                                    Cultural Knowledge.                     

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge, patterns and relationships.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement.                               

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Living World - life processes, ecology, evolution.  Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Dance - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 
        Drama - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting.  
        Music: Sound Arts - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 
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                   - communicating and interpreting. 
        Visual Arts - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 
Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how the ways in which leadership of groups is acquired and 
exercised have consequences for communities and societies. 
- how people pass on and sustain culture and heritage for 
different reasons and that this has consequences for people. 
- how exploration and innovation create opportunities and 
challenges for people, places and environments. 
- that events have causes and effects. 
- how producers and consumers exercise their rights and meet 
their responsibilities. 
- how formal and informal groups make decisions that impact on 
communities. 
- how people participate individually and collectively in response 
to community challenges. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 

Technology Technological Practice - planning for practice,  
                  brief development, outcome development and  
                  evaluation.              
                     Technological Knowledge - modelling,   
                   products, systems. 
                      Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Personal Health & Development.               
                            Movement Concepts and Motor Skills. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 

NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
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Title: Human Beings (Y8P4) 

Recommended Year: 8 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students 

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge. 
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement.                                 
                       Statistics – statistical investigation, statistical  
                   literacy, probability. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Nature of Science - understanding, investigating,  
                  communicating, participating and contributing.  
              Living World - life processes, ecology, evolution. 
              Planet Earth & Beyond - earth systems, interacting  
                   systems, astronomical systems. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Dance - understanding in context. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 
        Drama - communicating and interpreting.  
        Music: Sound Arts - developing ideas. 
        Visual Arts - understanding in context. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how the ways in which leadership of groups is acquired and 
exercised have consequences for communities and societies. 
- how people pass on and sustain culture and heritage for 
different reasons and that this has consequences for people. 
- how exploration and innovation create opportunities and 
challenges for people, places and environments. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
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- that events have causes and effects. 
- how producers and consumers exercise their rights and meet 
their responsibilities. 
- how formal and informal groups make decisions that impact on 
communities. 
- how people participate individually and collectively in response 
to community challenges. 
Technology Technological Knowledge - modelling,   
                   products, systems. 
                      Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Relationships with Other People.                Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: An Ancient Culture (Y8P5) 

Recommended Year: 8 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students 

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - patterns and  
                   relationships.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement,      
                   shape, position and orientation.  

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Nature of Science - understanding, investigating,  
                  communicating, participating and contributing.  
              Planet Earth & Beyond - earth systems, interacting  
                   systems, astronomical systems. 
              Physical World - physical enquiry and physics  
                   systems, using physics. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Dance - understanding in context. 
        Drama - understanding in context. 
                   - communicating and interpreting.  
        Music: Sound Arts- communicating and interpreting. 
        Visual Arts - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how the ways in which leadership of groups is acquired and 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
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exercised have consequences for communities and societies. 
- how people pass on and sustain culture and heritage for 
different reasons and that this has consequences for people. 
- how exploration and innovation create opportunities and 
challenges for people, places and environments. 
- that events have causes and effects. 
- how producers and consumers exercise their rights and meet 
their responsibilities. 
- how formal and informal groups make decisions that impact on 
communities. 
- how people participate individually and collectively in response 
to community challenges. 

Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Technological Practice - planning for practice,  
                  brief development, outcome development and  
                  evaluation.              
                     Technological Knowledge - modelling,   
                   products, systems. 
                      Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Relationships with Other People.               
                            Healthy Communities and Environments. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: Change Through Technology (Y8P6) 

Recommended Year: 8 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students 

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge, equations and expressions. 
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement,      
                   shape, position and orientation, transformation.                                 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Physical World - physical enquiry and physics  
                   systems, using physics. 
              Material World - properties and changes of matter,  
                   the structure of matter, chemistry and society.   

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Music: Sound Arts - developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 
        Visual Arts - developing practical knowledge. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how the ways in which leadership of groups is acquired and 
exercised have consequences for communities and societies. 
- how people pass on and sustain culture and heritage for 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 

Project 
Test 
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different reasons and that this has consequences for people. 
- how exploration and innovation create opportunities and 
challenges for people, places and environments. 
- that events have causes and effects. 
- how producers and consumers exercise their rights and meet 
their responsibilities. 
- how formal and informal groups make decisions that impact on 
communities. 
- how people participate individually and collectively in response 
to community challenges. 

Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Technological Practice - planning for practice,  
                  brief development, outcome development and  
                  evaluation.              
                     Technological Knowledge - modelling,   
                   products, systems. 
                      Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Movement Concepts and Motor Skills.  
                             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks. 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: The Oceans (Y8P7) 

Recommended Year: 8 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students 

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge. 
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement.                                 
                       Statistics – statistical investigation, statistical  
                   literacy, probability. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Nature of Science - understanding, investigating,  
                  communicating, participating and contributing.  
              Living World - life processes, ecology, evolution. 
              Planet Earth & Beyond - earth systems, interacting  
                   systems, astronomical systems. 
              Material World - properties and changes of matter,  
                   the structure of matter, chemistry and society. 

  Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Music: Sound Arts -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
        Visual Arts -  developing practical knowledge. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how the ways in which leadership of groups is acquired and 
exercised have consequences for communities and societies. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 

Project 
Test 
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- how people pass on and sustain culture and heritage for 
different reasons and that this has consequences for people. 
- how exploration and innovation create opportunities and 
challenges for people, places and environments. 
- that events have causes and effects. 
- how producers and consumers exercise their rights and meet 
their responsibilities. 
- how formal and informal groups make decisions that impact on 
communities. 
- how people participate individually and collectively in response 
to community challenges. 

Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Technological Practice - planning for practice,  
                  brief development, outcome development and  
                  evaluation.              
                     Technological Knowledge - modelling,   
                   products, systems. 
                      Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Movement Concepts and Motor Skills. 
                             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: Great Scientists (Y8P8) 

Recommended Year: 8 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (ELA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  
Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement.                                 
                       Statistics – probability. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Nature of Science -understanding, investigating,  
                  communicating, participating and contributing.  
              Living World - life processes, ecology, evolution. 
              Planet Earth & Beyond - earth systems, interacting  
                   systems, astronomical systems. 
              Physical World - physical enquiry and physics  
                   systems, using physics. 
              Material World - properties and changes of matter,  
                   the structure of matter, chemistry and society. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Music: Sound Arts - developing ideas. 
                    

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:   Thinking 
Using language, 

Project 
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- how the ways in which leadership of groups is acquired and 
exercised have consequences for communities and societies. 
- how people pass on and sustain culture and heritage for 
different reasons and that this has consequences for people. 
- how exploration and innovation create opportunities and 
challenges for people, places and environments. 
- that events have causes and effects. 
- how producers and consumers exercise their rights and meet 
their responsibilities. 
- how formal and informal groups make decisions that impact on 
communities. 
- how people participate individually and collectively in response 
to community challenges. 

symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Oral Contributions 

Technology Technological Practice - planning for practice,  
                  brief development, outcome development and  
                  evaluation.              
                     Technological Knowledge - modelling,   
                   products, systems. 
                      Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Healthy Communities and Environments. 
 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group.. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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 NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: Flight and Space (Y9P1) 

Recommended Year: 9 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge, equations and expressions, patterns   
                   and relationships.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement,      
                   shape, transformation.  

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Nature of Science - understanding, investigating,  
                  communicating, participating and contributing.  
              Planet Earth & Beyond - earth systems, interacting  
                   systems, astronomical systems. 
              Physical World - physical enquiry and physics  
                   systems, using physics. 
              Material World - properties and changes of matter,  
                   the structure of matter, chemistry and society. 

  Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Music: Sound Arts -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                Visual Arts -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how systems of government in NZ operate and affect 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 

Project 
Test 
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people’s lives, and how they compare with another system. 
- how the TOW is responded to differently by people in 
different times and places. 
- how cultural interaction impacts on cultures and societies. 
- that people move between places and how this has 
consequences for the people and the places. 
- how economic decisions impact on people, communities and 
nations. 
- how people’s management of resources impacts on 
environmental and social sustainability. 
- how the ideas and actions of people in the past have had a 
significant impact on people’s lives. 
- how people seek and have sought economic growth through 
business, enterprise and innovation. 
- how people define and seek human rights. 

Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Technological Practice - planning for practice,  
                  brief development, outcome development and  
                  evaluation.              
                     Technological Knowledge - modeling,   
                   products, system. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Movement Concepts and Motor Skills.   Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project & Practical Tasks 

 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and varied   
   elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to how to take  
  into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 

 

Title: New Zealand Writing (Y9P2) 

Recommended Year: 9 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - patterns and relationships.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Planet Earth & Beyond - earth systems, interacting  
                   systems, astronomical systems. 
              Material World - properties and changes of matter,  
                   the structure of matter, chemistry and society. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Drama - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting.  
        Music: Sound Arts - understanding in context. 
        Visual Arts - understanding in context. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how systems of government in NZ operate and affect 
people’s lives, and how they compare with another system. 
- how the TOW is responded to differently by people in 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
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different times and places. 
- how cultural interaction impacts on cultures and societies. 
- that people move between places and how this has 
consequences for the people and the places. 
- how economic decisions impact on people, communities and 
nations. 
- how people’s management of resources impacts on 
environmental and social sustainability. 
- how the ideas and actions of people in the past have had a 
significant impact on people’s lives. 
- how people seek and have sought economic growth through 
business, enterprise and innovation. 
- how people define and seek human rights. 

Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Personal Health & Development.               
                             Relationships with Other People.           

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and varied   
   elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to how to take  
  into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: Maori or a Pacific Island Language and Culture (Y9P3) 

Recommended Year: 9 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

Learning Languages Communication. 
                                    Language Knowledge. 
                                    Cultural Knowledge.                     

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Statistics – statistical investigation, statistical  
                   literacy. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Nature of Science - understanding, investigating,  
                  communicating, participating and contributing.  
              Living World - life processes, ecology, evolution. 
              Planet Earth & Beyond - earth systems, interacting  
                   systems, astronomical systems. 
              Material World - properties and changes of matter,  
                   the structure of matter, chemistry and society. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Dance - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 
        Music: Sound Arts - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 
        Visual Arts - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 
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                   - communicating and interpreting. 
Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how systems of government in NZ operate and affect people’s 
lives, and how they compare with another system. 
- how the TOW is responded to differently by people in different 
times and places. 
- how cultural interaction impacts on cultures and societies. 
- that people move between places and how this has 
consequences for the people and the places. 
- how economic decisions impact on people, communities and 
nations. 
- how people’s management of resources impacts on 
environmental and social sustainability. 
- how the ideas and actions of people in the past have had a 
significant impact on people’s lives. 
- how people seek and have sought economic growth through 
business, enterprise and innovation. 
- how people define and seek human rights. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 

Technology   Technological Practice - planning for practice,  
                  brief development, outcome development and  
                  evaluation.              
                     Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Personal Health & Development.               
                            Relationships with Other People.               

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: War (Y9P4) 

Recommended Year: 9 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge, patterns and relationships.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement.                                 
                       Statistics – statistical investigation, statistical  
                   literacy. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Physical World - physical enquiry and physics  
                   systems, using physics. 
              Material World - properties and changes of matter,  
                   the structure of matter, chemistry and society. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Drama - understanding in context. 
                   - developing ideas. 
        Music: Sound Arts - understanding in context. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 
        Visual Arts - understanding in context. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how systems of government in NZ operate and affect people’s 
lives, and how they compare with another system. 
- how the TOW is responded to differently by people in different 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
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times and places. 
- how cultural interaction impacts on cultures and societies. 
- that people move between places and how this has 
consequences for the people and the places. 
- how economic decisions impact on people, communities and 
nations. 
- how people’s management of resources impacts on 
environmental and social sustainability. 
- how the ideas and actions of people in the past have had a 
significant impact on people’s lives. 
- how people seek and have sought economic growth through 
business, enterprise and innovation. 
- how people define and seek human rights. 

Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Technological Knowledge - modelling,   
                   products, systems. 
                      Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Relationships with Other People.               
                             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: Archaeology (or Anthropology) (Y9P5) 

Recommended Year: 9 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge, patterns and relationships.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement,      
                   shape, position and orientation, transformation.                                 
                       Statistics – probability. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Nature of Science - understanding, investigating,  
                  communicating, participating and contributing.  
              Planet Earth & Beyond - earth systems, interacting  
                   systems, astronomical systems. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Music: Sound Arts - communicating and interpreting. 
        Visual Arts - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how systems of government in NZ operate and affect people’s 
lives, and how they compare with another system. 
- how the TOW is responded to differently by people in different 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
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times and places. 
- how cultural interaction impacts on cultures and societies. 
- that people move between places and how this has 
consequences for the people and the places. 
- how economic decisions impact on people, communities and 
nations. 
- how people’s management of resources impacts on 
environmental and social sustainability. 
- how the ideas and actions of people in the past have had a 
significant impact on people’s lives. 
- how people seek and have sought economic growth through 
business, enterprise and innovation. 
- how people define and seek human rights. 

Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Personal Health & Development.               
                            Movement Concepts and Motor Skills.  
                            Healthy Communities and Environments. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: Production of the Present & Future (Y9P6) 

Recommended Year: 9 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge, patterns and relationships.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement,      
                   shape, position and orientation, transformation.                                
                        

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science Nature of Science - understanding, investigating,  
                  communicating, participating and contributing.  
              Physical World - physical enquiry and physics  
                   systems, using physics. 
              Material World - properties and changes of matter,  
                   the structure of matter, chemistry and society.  

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Drama - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
        Music: Sound Arts -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
        Visual Arts -  communicating and interpreting.   
                   - understanding in context. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how systems of government in NZ operate and affect people’s 
lives, and how they compare with another system. 
- how the TOW is responded to differently by people in different 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 

Project 
Test 
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times and places. 
- how cultural interaction impacts on cultures and societies. 
- that people move between places and how this has 
consequences for the people and the places. 
- how economic decisions impact on people, communities and 
nations. 
- how people’s management of resources impacts on 
environmental and social sustainability. 
- how the ideas and actions of people in the past have had a 
significant impact on people’s lives. 
- how people seek and have sought economic growth through 
business, enterprise and innovation. 
- how people define and seek human rights. 

Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Technological Practice - planning for practice,  
                  brief development, outcome development and  
                  evaluation.              
                     Technological Knowledge - modelling,   
                   products, systems. 
                      Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Movement Concepts and Motor Skills.  
                             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks. 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: A People, a Country or a Time (Y9P7) 

Recommended Year: 9 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge, equations and expressions, patterns  
                   and relationships.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement,  
                   shape, position and orientation, transformation. 
                        Statistics – statistical investigation, statistical  
                   literacy, probability. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science   Nature of Science - understanding, investigating,  
                  communicating, participating and contributing.  
              Living World - life processes, ecology, evolution. 
              Planet Earth & Beyond - earth systems, interacting  
                   systems, astronomical systems. 

  Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Dance - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 
        Drama - understanding in context. 
        Visual Arts - understanding in context. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how systems of government in NZ operate and affect people’s 
lives, and how they compare with another system. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
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- how the TOW is responded to differently by people in different 
times and places. 
- how cultural interaction impacts on cultures and societies. 
- that people move between places and how this has 
consequences for the people and the places. 
- how economic decisions impact on people, communities and 
nations. 
- how people’s management of resources impacts on 
environmental and social sustainability. 
- how the ideas and actions of people in the past have had a 
significant impact on people’s lives. 
- how people seek and have sought economic growth through 
business, enterprise and innovation. 
- how people define and seek human rights. 

Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Technological Practice - planning for practice,  
                  brief development, outcome development and  
                  evaluation.              
                      Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Personal Health & Development.               
                            Movement Concepts and Motor Skills. 
                            Relationships with Other People.               
                            Healthy Communities and Environments. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: Sport (Y9P8) 

Recommended Year: 9 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge, equations and expressions, patterns   
                   and relationships.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement,      
                   shape, position and orientation, transformation.                                 
                       Statistics – statistical investigation, statistical  
                   literacy, probability. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Living World - life processes, ecology, evolution. 
              Physical World - physical enquiry and physics  
                   systems, using physics. 
              Material World - properties and changes of matter,  
                   the structure of matter, chemistry and society. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Dance - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 
        Visual Arts - developing practical knowledge. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how systems of government in NZ operate and affect people’s 
lives, and how they compare with another system. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 

Project 
Test 
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- how the TOW is responded to differently by people in different 
times and places. 
- how cultural interaction impacts on cultures and societies. 
- that people move between places and how this has 
consequences for the people and the places. 
- how economic decisions impact on people, communities and 
nations. 
- how people’s management of resources impacts on 
environmental and social sustainability. 
- how the ideas and actions of people in the past have had a 
significant impact on people’s lives. 
- how people seek and have sought economic growth through 
business, enterprise and innovation. 
- how people define and seek human rights. 

Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Technological Practice - planning for practice,  
                  brief development, outcome development and  
                  evaluation.              
                     Technological Knowledge - modelling,   
                   products, systems. 
                      Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Movement Concepts and Motor Skills.  
                             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks. 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: Lies & Statistics (Y10P1) 

Recommended Year: 10 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (ELA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Mathematics  Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge, equations and expressions, patterns   
                   and relationships.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement.                                
                       Statistics – statistical investigation, statistical  
                   literacy, probability. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science   Nature of Science - understanding, investigating,  
                  communicating, participating and contributing.  
              Living World - life processes, ecology, evolution. 
              Physical World - physical enquiry and physics  
                   systems, using physics. 
              Material World - properties and changes of matter,  
                   the structure of matter, chemistry and society. 

  Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Music: Sound Arts - developing practical knowledge. 
                    

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how systems of government in NZ operate and affect 
people’s lives, and how they compare with another system. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 

Project 
Test 
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- how the TOW is responded to differently by people in 
different times and places. 
- how cultural interaction impacts on cultures and societies. 
- that people move between places and how this has 
consequences for the people and the places. 
- how economic decisions impact on people, communities and 
nations. 
- how people’s management of resources impacts on 
environmental and social sustainability. 
- how the ideas and actions of people in the past have had a 
significant impact on people’s lives. 
- how people seek and have sought economic growth through 
business, enterprise and innovation. 
- how people define and seek human rights. 

Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Technological Practice - planning for practice,  
                  brief development, outcome development and  
                  evaluation. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Personal Health & Development.               
                            Relationships with Other People.               
                            Healthy Communities and Environments. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and varied   
   elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to how to take  
  into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: Shakespeare at the Globe (Y10P2) 

Recommended Year: 10 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement,      
                   shape, position and orientation.  

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Physical World - physical enquiry and physics  
                   systems, using physics. 
              Material World - properties and changes of matter,  
                   the structure of matter, chemistry and society. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Drama - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting.  
        Music: Sound Arts - understanding in context. 
        Visual Arts - understanding in context. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how systems of government in NZ operate and affect 
people’s lives, and how they compare with another system. 
- how the TOW is responded to differently by people in 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
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different times and places. 
- how cultural interaction impacts on cultures and societies. 
- that people move between places and how this has 
consequences for the people and the places. 
- how economic decisions impact on people, communities and 
nations. 
- how people’s management of resources impacts on 
environmental and social sustainability. 
- how the ideas and actions of people in the past have had a 
significant impact on people’s lives. 
- how people seek and have sought economic growth through 
business, enterprise and innovation. 
- how people define and seek human rights. 

Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Personal Health & Development.               
                            Relationships with Other People.               

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
  varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
  how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
  

Title: Advanced Language of Choice or Advanced Book/Author Study (Y10P3) 

Recommended Year: 10 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

Learning Languages Communication. 
                                    Language Knowledge. 
                                    Cultural Knowledge.         

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - equations and  
                   expressions.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - shape, position  
                   and orientation.  
                       Statistics – statistical investigation, statistical  
                   literacy, probability. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Nature of Science - understanding, investigating,  
                  communicating, participating and contributing.  
              Planet Earth & Beyond - earth systems, interacting  
                   systems, astronomical systems. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Drama - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting.  
        Music: Sound Arts - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 
        Visual Arts - understanding in context. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 
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                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 
Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how systems of government in NZ operate and affect people’s 
lives, and how they compare with another system. 
- how the TOW is responded to differently by people in different 
times and places. 
- how cultural interaction impacts on cultures and societies. 
- that people move between places and how this has 
consequences for the people and the places. 
- how economic decisions impact on people, communities and 
nations. 
- how people’s management of resources impacts on 
environmental and social sustainability. 
- how the ideas and actions of people in the past have had a 
significant impact on people’s lives. 
- how people seek and have sought economic growth through 
business, enterprise and innovation. 
- how people define and seek human rights. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 

Technology Technological Knowledge - modelling,   
                   products, systems. 
                      Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Movement Concepts and Motor Skills.  
                            Healthy Communities and Environments. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: Reactions (Y10P4) 

Recommended Year: 10 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge, equations and expressions, patterns   
                   and relationships.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement,      
                   shape, position and orientation, transformation.                                 
                       Statistics – statistical investigation, statistical  
                   literacy, probability. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Nature of Science - understanding, investigating,  
                  communicating, participating and contributing.  
              Material World - properties and changes of matter,  
                   the structure of matter, chemistry and society. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Visual Arts - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how systems of government in NZ operate and affect people’s 
lives, and how they compare with another system. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
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- how the TOW is responded to differently by people in different 
times and places. 
- how cultural interaction impacts on cultures and societies. 
- that people move between places and how this has 
consequences for the people and the places. 
- how economic decisions impact on people, communities and 
nations. 
- how people’s management of resources impacts on 
environmental and social sustainability. 
- how the ideas and actions of people in the past have had a 
significant impact on people’s lives. 
- how people seek and have sought economic growth through 
business, enterprise and innovation. 
- how people define and seek human rights. 

Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Technological Practice - planning for practice,  
                  brief development, outcome development and  
                  evaluation.                 
                      Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Movement Concepts and Motor Skills.  
                            Healthy Communities and Environments. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date.  
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: A Film, Director, or Genre (Y10P5) 

Recommended Year: 10 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (ELA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra – strategies and  
                    knowledge. 
                        Geometry & Measurement - measurement,  
                     shape.        

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Physical World - physical enquiry and physics  
                   systems, using physics.               

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Drama - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting.  
        Music: Sound Arts - understanding in context. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how systems of government in NZ operate and affect people’s 
lives, and how they compare with another system. 
- how the TOW is responded to differently by people in different 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 

Project 
Test 
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times and places. 
- how cultural interaction impacts on cultures and societies. 
- that people move between places and how this has 
consequences for the people and the places. 
- how economic decisions impact on people, communities and 
nations. 
- how people’s management of resources impacts on 
environmental and social sustainability. 
- how the ideas and actions of people in the past have had a 
significant impact on people’s lives. 
- how people seek and have sought economic growth through 
business, enterprise and innovation. 
- how people define and seek human rights. 

Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Technological Practice - planning for practice,  
                  brief development, outcome development and  
                  evaluation.              
                     Technological Knowledge - modelling,   
                   products, systems. 
                      Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Personal Health & Development.               
 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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 NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: Business in Action (Y10P6) 

Recommended Year: 10 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Mathematics Number & Algebra – strategies and  
                   knowledge, equations and expressions. 
                       Geometry & Measurement – measurement. 
                       Statistics – All Objectives. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Living World - life processes, ecology, evolution. 
              Planet Earth & Beyond - earth systems, interacting  
                   systems, astronomical systems.   

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Music: Sound Arts - understanding in context. 
                   - developing practical knowledge. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 
        Visual Arts - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how systems of government in NZ operate and affect people’s 
lives, and how they compare with another system. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 

Project 
Test 
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- how the TOW is responded to differently by people in different 
times and places. 
- how cultural interaction impacts on cultures and societies. 
- that people move between places and how this has 
consequences for the people and the places. 
- how economic decisions impact on people, communities and 
nations. 
- how people’s management of resources impacts on 
environmental and social sustainability. 
- how the ideas and actions of people in the past have had a 
significant impact on people’s lives. 
- how people seek and have sought economic growth through 
business, enterprise and innovation. 
- how people define and seek human rights. 

Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Technology Technological Practice - planning for practice,  
                  brief development, outcome development and  
                  evaluation.                 
                     Technological Knowledge - modelling,   
                   products, systems.                      

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Personal Health & Development.               
                            Healthy Communities and Environments. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks. 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
 

Title: Law and Culture (Y10P7) 

Recommended Year: 10 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.  

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge, equations and expressions, patterns   
                   and relationships.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement,      
                   transformation. 
                        Statistics - statistical investigation, statistical  
                    literacy. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Nature of Science - understanding, investigating,  
                  communicating, participating and contributing.  
              Planet Earth & Beyond - earth systems, interacting  
                   systems, astronomical systems. 
              Material World - properties and changes of matter,  
                   the structure of matter, chemistry and society. 

  Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Dance - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 
        Music: Sound Arts - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting. 
        Visual Arts - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 
Group Tasks 
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                   - communicating and interpreting. 
Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how systems of government in NZ operate and affect 
people’s lives, and how they compare with another system. 
- how the TOW is responded to differently by people in 
different times and places. 
- how cultural interaction impacts on cultures and societies. 
- that people move between places and how this has 
consequences for the people and the places. 
- how economic decisions impact on people, communities and 
nations. 
- how people’s management of resources impacts on 
environmental and social sustainability. 
- how the ideas and actions of people in the past have had a 
significant impact on people’s lives. 
- how people seek and have sought economic growth through 
business, enterprise and innovation. 
- how people define and seek human rights. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Oral Contributions 

Technology Technological Practice - planning for practice,  
                  brief development, outcome development and  
                  evaluation.              
                       Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Healthy Communities & Environments.  Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Oral Contributions 

 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
  varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
  how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
 

NZ Integrated Curriculum Project for Villa Education Trust 
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Title: Machines (Y10P8) 

Recommended Year: 10 
© A.L. Poole 16 

Learning Area (LA) Strands Recommended Resources for Staff and 

Students  

Key 

Competencies 

Assessment 

English Listening, Reading, Viewing - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure. 
              Speaking, Writing, Presenting - processes &   
                   strategies, purposes and audience, ideas,  
                   language features, structure.             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
Group Tasks 

Mathematics Number & Algebra - number strategies and  
                   knowledge, equations and expressions, patterns   
                   and relationships.  
                       Geometry & Measurement - measurement,      
                   transformation.  

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Science  Nature of Science - understanding, investigating,  
                  communicating, participating and contributing.  
              Planet Earth & Beyond - earth systems, interacting  
                   systems, astronomical systems. 
              Physical World - physical enquiry and physics  
                   systems, using physics. 

 
 
 
 

Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 

Arts Drama - understanding in context. 
                   -  developing practical knowledge. 
                   - developing ideas. 
                   - communicating and interpreting.  
        Music: Sound Arts -  developing practical knowledge. 
        Visual Arts - understanding in context. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Group Tasks 

Social Studies The tasks will help students to understand:  
- how systems of government in NZ operate and affect people’s 
lives, and how they compare with another system. 
- how the TOW is responded to differently by people in different 
times and places. 
- how cultural interaction impacts on cultures and societies. 
- that people move between places and how this has 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Test 
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consequences for the people and the places. 
- how economic decisions impact on people, communities and 
nations. 
- how people’s management of resources impacts on 
environmental and social sustainability. 
- how the ideas and actions of people in the past have had a 
significant impact on people’s lives. 
- how people seek and have sought economic growth through 
business, enterprise and innovation. 
- how people define and seek human rights. 
Technology Technological Practice - planning for practice,  
                  brief development, outcome development and  
                  evaluation.              
                     Technological Knowledge - modelling,   
                   products, systems. 
                      Nature of Technology - characteristics of  
                   technology, characteristics of technological  
                   outcomes. 

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks 

Health and P.E. Movement Concepts and Motor Skills. 
                             

 Thinking 
Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 
Managing self. 
Relating to others. 
Participating and 
contributing. 

Project 
Practical Tasks. 

NB: This sheet is a guide for staff overseeing this group. 
Presentation: How the project is presented is largely over to the student. It is expected to be of a high standard and contain creative and  
   varied elements. The student must demonstrate a coverage of the LA strands as detailed above and should be guided as to  
   how to take into account the assessment statements. Project diaries should be kept up to date. 
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STRATEGIC PLAN

2016 - 2020
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VILLA EDUCATION TRUST TIMELINE

Villa Education Trust founded

Mt Hobson Middle School Opened

School roll full with 48 students across 
Years 7-10

Ongoing curriculum development

Approved to run a partnership school 
under NZ Government scheme to target 
priority learners

South Auckland Middle School opened

Middle School West Auckland opened in 
Glendene and Henderson

Opening of NCEA Academy

2
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PURPOSE OF DOCUMENT
This strategic plan outlines the planned direction for the Villa Education 
Trust from 2016 – 2020 and is for the purposes of the Board and 
Management team to be able to track and report progress against it. It is 
also for staff to understand the core purposes of the Trust and where 
the team is aiming for the future.

We also invite key stakeholders to consider our planned direction and 
provide input into assisting the Trust to the maximum realisation of 
outcomes for our students and families. 

CURRENT POSITIONING OF THE TRUST
Now that we have been in operation for 14 years, the Trust has grown to 
a place of significant domestic and international opportunity. 
The underpinning curriculum model was developed over a period of 21 
years of teaching experience and exploring a new approach to teaching 
and learning. After 10 years of operation at Mt Hobson Middle School, 
the curriculum has advanced to a point of proven outcomes and efficacy. 
This has been demonstrated by the successful application of the 
curriculum in our partnership schools. Our three schools operate out of 
very diverse communities, and time and again we have seen students 
become empowered, achieve outstanding results and raise their future 
aspirations. 

The Trust now has the opportunity to grow the influence of the 
curriculum further through partnerships with other providers, and 
through international interest generated from China, USA and Japan. Proa
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TRUST VISION

The vision for the trust is built on two foundational principles. 

FIRSTLY we recognise the intrinsic value each individual offers to 

the world even before they have reached any recognisable 

achievement. SECONDLY we believe every individual is capable of 

learning and through the transformative nature of education, 

achieving extraordinary things. 

With this foundation in mind, our vision is to:

 Set up learners for maximum success in education, career 

and life

 Demonstrate that all children can learn and achieve given 

the right environment and approach

 Pioneer new and innovative approaches to education which 

challenge traditional educational models

 Expand the reach of our curriculum through multiple school 

models and partnerships

TRUST MISSION

The Villa Education Trust will provide learners with a unique 

learning model that equips them for success. Every teacher using 

the curriculum will embrace the core belief that every child can 

learn and education represents a powerful tool to help individuals 

realise their maximum potential. Through demonstration of the 

influence of education, the Trust will seek to reach as many 

learners and educational partners as possible but will always 

measure success in the difference made to each individual.

TRUST VALUES

INNOVATION Our teachers and learners will always seek new and 

different ways to achieve outcomes

EXCELLENCE We will be committed to achieving high standards for 

ourselves and bringing our students up to excellence

FAMILY We operate as a family and embed the values of 

mutualrespect, compassion and care

COMMUNITY We recognise each learner represents a community, 

and we will engage widely to ensure the learner’s 
success

CARE We will seek to be careful in operation and care for 

our people, our facilities and our environment

INFLUENCE As we find new and innovative ways to achieve results 

for our learners, we will seek to influence the way 
education happens outside our walls
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PRIVATE SCHOOLS

Mt Hobson Middle School
• 43 students on current roll

NCEA Academy
• Commenced 2016 for Years 11-13

CURRENTLY IN TRANSITION PROCESS

South Auckland Middle School
• 180 students on current roll

Middle School West Auckland
• 205 students on current roll

VILLA EDUCATION TRUST DELIVERY ARMS

CURRICULUM PARTNERSHIPS

Current Opportunities being explored in:
• China
• USA
• Japan 
• Hawaii

ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE

Virtual school 
• Tracking and support of school leavers

Scholarship support
• Of school leavers
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HIGH LEVEL GOALS 2016 - 2020

Leading towards 2020 we have set the High Level Goals of the Trust to be:-
• Growing the resources of the Trust to realise potential opportunities for expansion of programmes and growth of influence through the 

curriculum model
• Developing alternate income streams in order to ensure sustainability of our delivery arms
• Maintaining and growing levels of academic excellence in our schools through ongoing investment in our staff team
• Continuing to innovate and pioneer new models of teaching and learning

TRUST GOALS

GOVERNANCE: To further develop our committed and capable team of trustees to oversee our long term growth, ensuring the right 
strategy is in place and overseeing implementation against the strategic plan

MANAGEMENT: To increase the level of management resource to continue a strong and capable oversight of the delivery arms

PROGRAMME: To further develop our Academic Evaluation model in order to track student achievements and ensure continual 
improvement 

FINANCIAL: Develop new income streams to help diversify the funding base of the Trust, including smart use of facilities during 
school holiday periods

RISK MANAGEMENT: Develop robust risk management plans to help recognise and mitigate key risks in the foreseeable future

STAKEHOLDERS: To build our core stakeholder base of support and actively seek to increase the levels of engagement

MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION: To build a base of effective communication to educate our stakeholders with the positive results and 
development of the TrustProa
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PRIVATE SCHOOLS

KEY GOALS:

• Growth of international student 
numbers

• Establishment of NCEA Academy
• Marketing of Mt Hobson Middle 

School to achieve student numbers
• Long term property deal established 

for stability of school and programmes
• Develop adult language classes for use 

of campus in evening and additional 
income streams

PARTNERSHIP SCHOOLS

CURRENTLY IN TRANSITION

PROCESS

KEY GOALS

• Maintain levels of academic delivery
• Ongoing professional development of 

staff to ensure stable, long term teams
• Marketing initiatives to fill roll quotas
• Growth of Villas at each site

CURRICULUM & DELIVERY

PARTNERSHIPS

KEY GOALS

• Create evaluation model to assess 
potential opportunities

• Commence two pilot sites
• Create business plan for future growth 

of partnerships
• Establish working plan between Trust 

and curriculum owners for clear long 
term operation and protection of IP

• Develop partnerships for delivering sport 
programmes

DELIVERY ARM GOALS
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GOALS OBJECTIVES OUTCOMES

TRUST GOALS / OBJECTIVES / OUTCOMES

GOVERNANCE:   To further develop our 
committed and capable team of trustees to 
oversee our long term growth, ensuring the 
right strategy is in place and overseeing 
implementation against the strategic plan

MANAGEMENT:  To increase the level of 
management resource to continue a strong 
and capable oversight of the delivery arms

PROGRAMME:  To further develop our 
Academic Evaluation model in order to track 
student achievements and ensure continual 
improvement 

FINANCIAL:  Develop new income streams 
to help diversify the funding base of the 
Trust, including smart use of facilities during 
school holiday periods

RISK MANAGEMENT:  Develop robust risk 
management plans to help recognise and 
mitigate key risks in the foreseeable future

STAKEHOLDERS:  To build our core 
stakeholder base of support and actively 
seek to increase the levels of engagement

MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION:  
To build a base of effective communication 
to educate our stakeholders with the 
positive results and development of the 
Trust

• Develop a clear Terms of Reference and regular 
review periods

• Review the skill mix of Trustees
• Continue to develop and improve the effectiveness 

of governance

• Review the current management resourcing and 
look to grow to two management staff and one 
administrator

• Test our outcomes and look to publicise key results
• Long term tracking of alumni outcomes

• Develop options to build a scholarship base for 
graduating students to continue quality education

• Develop Trust level risk management plan to 
highlight and track key risks

• Develop an annual communications plan to 
intentionally build and engage our stakeholder base

• To increase our Trust profile and communicate our 
point of difference

• Well developed roles and responsibilities 
of Trustees for maximum engagement 
and value

• Increased effectiveness in governance 
contributing to strategic development

• Management resource capable of 
overseeing current load and responding to 
future opportunities

• Educational achievement is closely 
tracked and stakeholders of outcomes

• Students continue into tertiary level 
education and beyond

• Contingency plans are in place and can be 
activated if required

• Stakeholder base is increased and 
effectively engaged leading to higher 
support levels

• Greater recognition of the Trust brand 
and key programmesProa
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GOALS OBJECTIVES OUTCOMES

GOALS OBJECTIVES OUTCOMES

Growth of international student numbers • Growth of international agent relationships

• Bring in four international students per class  -

total 16

• Sustainability through diversified income streams

Establishment of NCEA Academy • Provide places for 10 students in 2016 for Years 

11-13

• Grow places to 24 for 2017

• Increased use of facility

Marketing of Mt Hobson Middle School to achieve 

student numbers

• Development of student number waiting list for 

places

• Student numbers stable at 24 domestic / eight 

scholarship / 16 international

Long term property deal established for stability of 

school and programme

• Provide forward security for school operation • Long term planning on site made possible

Develop adult language classes for use of campus in 

evening and additional income streams

• Scope, establish and market adult language 

courses

• Income stream realised and additional 

programme delivery initiated

PRIVATE SCHOOLS GOALS / OBJECTIVES / OUTCOMES

PARTNERSHIP SCHOOLS GOALS (TRANSITION)/ OBJECTIVES / OUTCOMES

Continually improve levels of academic delivery • Achieve scholarship places for graduates

• Academic analysis of results

• Students continue on to leading schools including 

private schools

• Robust reporting system in place for results

Ongoing professional development of staff to ensure 

stable, long term teams

• Provide professional development opportunities

• Ensure all staff fully understand the curriculum 

model

• Ongoing staff development and growth

• Increased buy in and delivery of curriculum model

Marketing initiatives to fill roll quotas • Promotion of available places

• Creation of ongoing waiting list and demand

• Marketing of the unique story

• Filling of available places in partnership schools

• Establishment of 4th Villa  at MSWA

• Establishment 4th Villa at SAMS

• Increased brand awarenessProa
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GOALS OBJECTIVES OUTCOMES

CURRICULUM PARTNERSHIPS GOALS / OBJECTIVES / OUTCOMES

Create evaluation model to assess potential 

opportunities

• Scope a clear set of objectives in a potential 

opportunity in order to prioritise opportunities

• Opportunities dealt with in order of priority 

Commence two pilot sites • Run two pilot sites with clear evaluation methods and 

create learnings for future expansion

• Growth plan generated after pilots with clear 

learnings applied

Create business plan for future growth of partnerships • Develop a full business model for future expansion 

and growth that can be resourced and tracked

• Future development is carefully planned and 

resourced and opportunities are converted into 

results

Establish working plan between Trust and curriculum 

owners for clear long term operation and protection of 

IP

• Provide clarity for internal and external stakeholders 

on the contractual relationship and ensure IP is 

protected

• Clarity provided and clear operational methods 

applied
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